Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) is a basic and one of the most important transportation problems in operational logistics. It is also known in the literature as a Chinese postman problem or single vehicle routing problem. TSP can be shortly described as follows. Vehicle starting from the selected city must visit a set of another cities exactly once and return to the starting city in such a way that the total distance of the route is minimized. In this paper first mathematical formulation of decision problem is presented. Then solution strategies of TSP are shown with selected algorithms as examples. In the last part of article, a computational results of selected methods are presented.
Introduction
Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) is a basic and one of the most important transportation problems in operational logistics. It is also known in the literature as a Chinese postman problem or single vehicle routing problem. TSP can be described as follows [Całczyński 2000 , Ignasiak 1996 . Vehicle starting from the fixed point P 0 (base) must visit N points: P 1 , P 2 , …, P N (cities, customers) and return to starting point P 0 . All points must be visited and exactly once. The objective is to find the shortest such trip.
The traveling salesman problem was presented first time in 1859 by W.R. Hamilton, while H. Whitney first time formulated TSP as a combinatorial problem in 1934 [Całczyński 1992 ].
The main purpose of this article is to present and compare a quality of the simple and fast heuristics used to solve TSP problems in practice by the decision makers who do not have advanced software tools.
In this paper first mathematical formulation of decision problem is presented. Then solution strategies of TSP are shown with selected algorithms as examples. In the last part of article, a computational results of selected methods are presented for a number of test problems.
Problem formulation
Traveling Salesman Problem may be presented as a discrete optimization model [Szymanowski 1977 , Szymanowski 1979 . First, it is needed to define decision variables: dla i,j= 0,…,N (1) Variable x ij indicates a connection between points P i and P j . It takes the value 1, if in the route of vehicle is a connection between points P i and P j and 0 in the other case.
Since, each point must be visited by the vehicle only once, constraints in the model are as follows:
The vehicle may enter only once given point, and to leave it what is shown by equations (2) and (3).
Another very important condition is that all points in the route must be visited. It is provided by set of inequalities (4). The number of these inequalities is very large and is N(N1). They contain other variables z i and z j , appropriate value of which make condition fulfilled. In other words, inequalities (4) provide that with the element of the set {P i , P j / x ij =1}it is possible to build the sequence: (P 0 , P 1 ), (P 1 , P 2 ), (P 2 , P 3 ), …, (P N-1 , P N ), (P N , P 0 ) [Solich 1974] . No restrictions described by inequalities (4) transforms TSP to the assignment problem, which one of the solutions is shown on the figure 2.
The goal of the traveling salesman problem is to minimize following function (5):
Function (5) presents vehicle total length. Factor d ij indicates length between points P i and P j . It means, that d ij are the elements of the length matrix D sizes (N+1)×(N+1).
In the traveling salesman model (1)-(5) the number of decision variables is (N+1) 2 and the number of all constraints is equal (N+1) + (N+1) + N 2 . Another definition of the traveling salesman problem may be formulated in graph theory [Sysło 1984] . TSP-problem can be presented in the form of undirected, complete and weighted graph G (V,E,d) , such that points are the graph's vertices (nodes). The number of vertices is equal N+1 (including starting point). Edges connecting each pair of vertices i and j represent paths between visited points. Weight d ij is the distance (length) between nodes i and j. One selected node is the starting (and ending) representing point P 0 , where salesman starting and ending his route. The TSP route is the set of edges, where: -first edge of the route begins in starting node; -last edge of the route ends in starting node -each node of the graph connects two and only two edges.
The set of the graph's edges is the sequence of connections between all graph's vertices and it is called Hamiltonian cycle in graph theory. Therefore, we can say that TSP route is feasible, if it is a Hamiltonian cycle (see Fig. 1 ). On the figure below there are shown all possible graph's edges for 8 nodes (including starting point P 0 ) -solid and dotted lines. On the next figure (see Fig. 2 ) there is shown infeasible TSP route -solid line. Vehicle starting route from point P 0 is visiting points: P 1 , P 5 , P 6 , P 7 (or: P 7 , P 6 , P 5 , P 1 ) and returns to point: P 0 . Nodes P 2 , P 3 , P 4 have been omitted. It means, that these points would have to be visited after restarting the route from point P 0 . This case cannot be acceptable, because one of the main assumptions (and constraints) says, that vehicle leave the starting point only once.
Figure 2. Example of infeasible TSP route
Source: own elaboration.
Optimal solution of travelling salesman problem in this formulation is the route, where total sum of edge's weights d ij belonging to Hamiltonian cycle is the smallest.
The travelling salesman problem is the one of the most common problems of many logistic companies. It is also in the interest of mathematicians involved in combinatorial optimization. Formulation of the TSP problem is very easy, but to find optimal solution or even near optimal solution is not so clear. The number of feasible solutions (Hamiltonian cycles) is equal to number of all permutations of visiting points. Assuming that the route may be covered in the both directions, only for three points: P 1 , P 2 i P 3 , the number of possible routes is 6 (see Fig. 3 ). If the number of points will increase the number of feasible solutions will grow at an exponential. For the TSP problem, where vehicle must visit N points and distance matrix D is not symmetric (d ij ≠ d ji ), the number of all possible routes will be N!. 
Solutions strategies for TSP
The simplest way to find optimal solution for travelling salesman problem is to search all solution space (brute force strategy). List all possible permutations of the points and choose one with the shortest tour length. Unfortunately solution space is too large, so this procedure is not efficient. Time to find the optimal solution for large cases is not acceptable. Due to the fact that there are not optimal solution (or even near optimal solution) in many parts of the solution space, search strategy should to skip these parts. This strategy is represented in branch and bound method (for example Little algorithm). Solution space is divided for two sets: containing or not connection between to point in the route. Next sets are further subdivided for other sets and so on until complete route is obtained (set of marked earlier connections).
The Little algorithm is an exact algorithm [Little et al. 1963] . It means, that obtained solution is optimal. In the worst case, for N serving points, the total number of examined sets of the solution space may equal N!. It means examining all possible solutions, in other words all possible permutations of serving points (as in the case of brute force strategy). This procedure for large TSP problems is also inefficient.
An alternative for exact methods are heuristic methods. Unfortunately they don't guarantee finding optimal solutions. However their main advantages are: -simplicity of implementation; -no need to have special mathematical knowledge about solving problem; -short searching time of solution compared to exact methods; -the quality of found solution is very often satisfactory for decision maker (first of all in terms of its search time). Good heuristic algorithms can find near optimal solution, while these more sophisticated even optimal.
Among the heuristic methods for solving traveling salesman problem two main strategies should be distinguished: construction strategy and improvement strategy (local optimization).
In the first one, TSP route is building step by step by adding new serving point to the partially constructed route (see Fig. 4 ). The second strategy is the systematic, according to a specific procedure improvement of already built route (see Fig. 5 ). Representative of the construction strategy and one of the most popular method is the nearest neighbor search algorithm. The procedure of this algorithm can be stated as follows [Krawczyk 2001 ].
Step 1 Build the route T={P 0 } Step 2Select point P j which is the nearest to the last point (last added) in the partially constructed route.
Step 3 Add selected point P j on the end of the route.
Step 4 Repeat step 2 and 3 until all serving points will be added to the route.
As it is shown above, the procedure is very simple. Vehicle starting from point P 0 , goes to the closest unvisited point. Then starting from this point, vehicle search next point which is located closest to the last visited. This procedure is repeated until TSP route will be completed.
Another, more sophisticated procedure, which realize construction strategy is nearest insertion algorithm [Sysło 1984 , Krawczyk 2001 .
Step 1 Bulid the route T={P 0
Step 2 Select point P j which is the closest to the partially constructed route.
Step 3 Insert selected point P j in the best place of the partially constructed route.
This algorithm requires an explanation in step 2 and 3. Choosing the point closest to the route, there should be defined the distance of unvisited point form partially constructed route. This distance can be defined as the length between unvisited point and closest located point in the partially constructed route (cycle). Form all unvisited points, there should be selected one, which distance from cycle is the smallest. Then selected point Pj should be inserted in the best place. In the cycle may be many places, where this point could be inserted. In step 3, for each pair of points P m and P n belonging to the partially constructed route, there should be calculated cost of insertion:
Insert point P j between pair of point P m and P n where cost of insertion ∆ m,n is the smallest.
Representative of the improvement strategy is the 2-opt algorithm [Lin 1973] . This is also the representative of wide class of local search heuristic algorithms.
Step 1 Build the route T (Hamiltonian cycle)
Step 2 Perform the following for all nodes until improvement of tour length is obtained: -select a node i -examine all 2-opt moves involving the edge between node i and its successor in the cycle; if it is possible do decrease the cycle length this way and construct new route T.
Step 3 Return Step 1 until no improvement of current route T is obtained.
A 2-opt move is deleting two existing edges and reconnecting the two pairs of nodes to obtain a new route. This operation is shown below (see Fig. 6 ).
Figure 6. 2-opt move
2-opt algorithm is an iterative procedure, which quality depends on the selected (constructed) starting solution (route). Starting solution may be generated randomly. It may be also the final outcome of another algorithm.
Computational results
The performance of three presented simple heuristic algorithms was tested with four euclidean problems. Each of them contains a set of points represented by coordinates x and y, belonging to the interval (1,100). Starting point has always coordinates [1, 1] . (see Fig.7 ) All TSP problems were solved by the nearest neighbor algorithm (NNA), nearest insertion algorithm (NIA) and 2-opt algorithm (2OPT). In the figures below there are shown routes obtained by each of three algorithms (see Fig. 8 , Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 ). The best solution was generated by 2-opt algorithm. The tour length is equal 470,29 and it is about 4% less than NIA's tour length and 15,5% less than NNA's tour length.
As has been told before, 2-opt algorithm may generate different quality solutions according to starting solution. Route shown in Fig. 10 is the best obtained solution for 12 runs 2-opt algorithm. 10 runs had randomly generated starting solution. One run 2OPT started from the solution generated by NNA and one from the route constructed by NIA. The results are shown in the table below (see Tab. 3). Analyzing the results shown in the table above it can me concluded, that solution quality of nearest neighbor algorithm is very poor compared to 2-opt results. The difference between nearest insertion algorithm and 2-opt is not so evident, but it should be noted, that 2-opt procedure is less complicated than NIA. From the other side, NNA and NIA needs less time to generate solution than 2-opt.
Conclusions
In this paper the traveling salesman problem and it's solution strategies was described. Construction and improvement strategies are two main approaches to solve TSP. It cannot be clearly concluded which strategy is better. Each has its advantages and disadvantages.
Considering the time of the algorithm execution, presented construction strategy methods run faster than improvement procedures. Improvement algorithms need more time to generate solutions and every time this it may be different. The reason is first of all quality of the starting solution.
Moreover, improvement algorithms not guarantee the same quality of achieved solution in contrast to the construction methods, what can be considered as a significant disadvantage. However, average quality of the solutions seems to be a little better than those obtained by construction algorithms.
It should also be noted, that simplicity and speed of both types of algorithms has another undeniable advantage. There is possibility to combine the advantages of both methods by finding good solution by NIA algorithm and then improving using 2-opt algorithm. Use of not one but several simple algo-rithms may be a some kind of good proposal for solving hard decision problems which is TSP. It can be a good alternative for analysts or decision makers for which equally important is: simplicity of the algorithms, time required to generate good solution and quality of obtained solution.
